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Research Interests
Climate change adaptation economics: Evaluation of climate policies, Climate change impacts and vulnerabilities,
natural disasters indirect economic impacts
Sustainable city development: Climate Policy implications on/from urban areas, Synergies and conflicts between urban
climate policies and other urban policies
Modelling and methodologies: Modelling of coupled human/natural/engineering systems, Urban structure dynamics,
future studies and long-term scenarios

Professional Experience
Since 2012

International Research Center on Environment and Development (CIRED)
Research scientist

Paris, France

Since 2006

French Ministry of Ecology, Energy and Sustainable Development (MEEDDE)
Executive top civil servant, at the Corps des Ponts et Chaussées

Paris, France

2008-2012

International Research Center on Environment and Development (CIRED)
PhD candidate

Paris, France

Oct 2007-Sep 2008

The World Bank – Africa Transport Unit
Analyst

Washington, USA
West Africa

2008-2011

International Research Center on Environment and Development (CIRED)
PhD in Economics “Urban dynamics modelling: towards an application for the
economic assessment of climate change” - Directors: Stéphane HALLEGATTE
and Jean-Charles HOURCADE

Paris, France

2006-2008

Ecole Nationale des Ponts et Chaussées, Paritech - Master of engineering
Major: Economics and finance
Minor: Urbanism, Transport and environment

Paris, France

2002-2006

Studies in Physics at the Ecole Normale Supérieure, Lyon one of the best
French selective “grande école”
Degrees:
• Master of Science in Theoretical Physics in 2006, cum Laude
• Physics « Agrégation » (prestigeous competitive teaching examination) in
2005
• Erasmus exchange student at Imperial College, London in 2004

Lyon, France
London, UK

Education

Publications
Thierry Brunelle, Mathilde Coat, and Vincent Viguié. 2017 "Demand-side mitigation options of the agricultural sector:
potential, barriers and ways forward" Oil- and protein-crops and climate change 24,1
Julie Prud’homme ; Isabelle Coll ; Arthur Elessa-Etuman ; Vincent Viguié ; Nicolas Coulombel. 2017. Coupling spatialized
models to evaluate the effects of urban densification on air quality in the Paris metropolitan area. International Journal
of Spatial, Temporal and Multimedia Information Systems.
T Houet, C Marchadier, G Bretagne, MP Moine, R Aguejdad, V Viguié et al. 2016. "Combining narratives and modelling
approaches to simulate fine scale and long-term urban growth scenarios for climate adaptation" Environmental
Modelling & Software 86, 1-13
M Daniel, A Lemonsu, V Viguié. 2016. "Role of watering practices in large-scale urban planning strategies to face the
heat-wave risk in future climate" Urban Climate
R Aguejdad, O Doukari, T Houet, P Avner, V Viguié. 2016. "Etalement urbain et géoprospective: apports et limites des
modèles de spatialisation. Application aux modèles SLEUTH, LCM et NEDUM-2D". Cybergeo: European Journal of
Geography
A Lemonsu, V Viguié, M Daniel, V Masson. 2015. "Vulnerability to heat waves: Impact of urban expansion scenarios on
urban heat island and heat stress in Paris (France)" Urban Climate 14, 586-605
Martin, Eric, David Salas y Mélia, Vincent Badeau, Christine Delire, Jean-Pierre Gattuso, Aude Lemonsu, Valéry Masson,
Grégoire Pigeon, Mathieu Regimbeau, et Vincent Viguié. 2015. « Impacts, adaptation et vulnérabilité des systèmes
naturels et humains en Europe ». La Météorologie, n°88.
Viguié, Vincent, Stéphane Hallegatte, 2014 “Urban infrastructure investment and rent-capture potentials”. World Bank
Working papers
Masson, V., C. Marchadier, L. Adolphe, R. Aguejdad, P. Avner, M. Bonhomme, G. Bretagne, et al. 2014. “Adapting Cities
to Climate Change : A Systemic Modelling Approach.” Urban Climate 10: 407-29.
Viguié, Vincent, Stéphane Hallegatte, and Julie Rozenberg. 2014. “Downscaling Long Term Socio-Economic Scenarios at
City Scale: A Case Study on Paris.” Technological Forecasting and Social Change.
Köhler, Ristimäki, Viguié, Felieu et al., chapter "A review and analysis of quantitative integrated environmental
assessment methods for urban areas" in the book coordinated by Dawson et al. 2014. “Understanding Cities : Advances
in Integrated Assessment of Urban Sustainability”. Centre For Earth Systems Engineering Research.
Viguié and Touzard. 2014 “Viticulture and adaptation to climate change” Journal International des Sciences de la Vigne
et du Vin
Viguié and Hallegatte. 2013. "Les territoires français face au défi climatique : atténuation et adaptation." In Vers
l’égalité des territoires, rapport de la mission de réflexion pour la ministre de l’Egalité des territoires et du Logement.
Avner, Viguié and Hallegatte. 2013 "Modélisation de l’effet d’une taxe sur la construction : le Versement pour Sous
Densité". Débats et politiques, revue de l’OFCE, n°128.
Hallegatte et al. 2012 “Cities vulnerability to future heat waves & adaptation strategies”, VURCA project final report
Viguié and Hallegatte. 2012. Trade-offs and Synergies in Urban Climate Policies. Nature Climate Change 2 (3)
Viguié and Hallegatte. 2010. Une taxe carbone peut-elle rendre l’agglomération parisienne plus dense ? In Economie et
développement urbain durable. Presses de l’Ecole des mines.
Viguié, and Hallegatte. 2010. Les villes aujourd’hui, quelle vulnérabilité au changement climatique ? In Villes et
adaptation au changement climatique. Rapport de l’ONERC au premier ministre et au parlement. (translated as: How
vulnerable are cities to climate change? In Cities and adapting to climate change. ONERC Report to the French Prime
Minister and Parliament.)

Projects
Management

Head of the sustainable urban development team in CIRED (3 engineers, 2 PhD students, 2 part-time
post-docs).
Co-Coordinator of the VURCA (urban vulnerability to heat waves) ANR project (3 years, 3 institutes)
Coordinator of CIRED’s participation to MUSCADE (ANR), Acclimat (RTRA-STAE), DRAGON (ANR) and VITE
(ANR) research projects, and CIRED’s participation to French National Observatory on Climate Change
Impacts (ONERC) annual report to the French Prime Minister and Parliament.
Participation to Basile Pfeiffer, Joël Hamman, Paolo Avner and Manon Solignac PhD supervision.
Organizer of the interdisciplinary “climate change adaptation” working group in the labex Futurs Urbains
(a French multi-university institute about sustainable urban development), and of CIRED’s participation
to UCCRN.

Expertise

Participation in the organization of the French National adaptation plan
Consulting for WWF, Negawatt network, GRET …
Contributed to the drafting of FFEM (French Global Environment Facility) adaptation financing strategy
Participation in the study of climate change impacts and adaptation options for the South East of France
(coordinated by Provence-Alpes-Côte d'Azur prefecture), for Seine Saint Denis Department, and for
Wallonie Region in Belgium.
Collaboration and expertise about sustainable city development or climate change adaptation with World
Bank, OECD, European Environment Agency, French Global Environment Facility (FFEM), CDC climat,
French Ministry of sustainable development, ONERC (French government’s observatory for climate
change impacts and adaptation), Paris city administration, Ile de France Urbanism Institute (IAU), Grand
Lyon urbanism institute (UrbaLyon), Toulouse Urbanism Institure (AUAT), Ademe (French agency for
Energy and environment), Allianz, Centre Interprofessionnel du Vin de Bordeaux, French Ministry of
sustainable development …

Teaching

Courses on climate change adaptation and sustainable city development – master level – engineering
schools : Ecole Nationale de la Météorologie, AgroParisTech, Ponts ParisTech, ENSTA, Ecole Supérieure
de Commerce de Toulouse

Outreach

Interviews and outreach texts in journals and newspapers (AFP, Terra Eco, France 3, Economie matin,
UGEC viewpoints, La jaune et la rouge, La Météorologie)

Prize

PhD Student Paper Prize (2nd ex-aequo) in energy economics, French Association for Energy Economics
(December, 12th 2011)

Vulgarization/Communication with decision-makers
Participation to the train of climate, which travelled across France before COP21 with researchers on board to inform
people about climate change issues.
Conferences at OECD (latest: February 2017), World Bank (latest: November 2014), AFD (latest: October 2015), French
ministry of environment (latest: September 2016)
Conferences for local authorities (latest: Agence d’urbanisme de l’agglomération orléanaise, and Assises
départementales Haute-Garonne, November 2015)
Organisation of a Side Event at the COP21 (French Pavillion) "sustainable urban mobility", December 2015
Societal and Economic Impacts of Sea Level Rise, Collège de France, symposium on Climate change and sea level rise ;
coastal vulnerability and societal impacts, June 2013.
Invited speaker and chairman Sustainable transport in cities, Débat national sur la transition énergétique, région île de
France, Paris, April 2013
Roundtable “Adaptation au changement climatique” (Climate change adaptation). In 11ème journée technique du
Centre Interprofessionnel du Vin de Bordeaux. Bordeaux, France, February 2013.
Changement climatique, mieux connaître pour mieux prévenir, Allianz Inc. internal seminar, November 2012

Research projects
VURCA research project studies Paris urban area vulnerability to future heat-waves, in order to provide first insights on
the complex interaction between city economies and climate change and on the viability and effectiveness of identified
adaptation options.
MUSCADE project focuses on three items involved into Paris urban area sustainable development: energy, city
structure, and climate change, closely linked to each other’s, at both global and local scales. This project is intended to
open new interdisciplinary research areas on sustainable cities and to increase urban planners awareness on energy
issues within the city, given the climate change. By identifying leverages, the framework could also help future
decisions concerning buildings, local energy production, and urban regulations.
ACCLIMAT research project aims to study urban development, urban micro-climate, and climate change process
interactions in Toulouse. A numerical modelling framework will be developed to couple physical models and socioeconomics urban models, which will be driven by local climate change and socio-economic scenarios, including macroeconomics, land-use, building materials, technologic and transportation assumptions.
DRAGON aims to develop robust evidence on the scope for, the routes to and the potential limits of green growth
strategies in both EU and Chinese cities, and to draw lessons and promote learning to facilitate a transition towards low
carbon development in EU and Chinese cities
VITE aims to bring a prospective approach to social, environmental, and territorial effects of urban energy transition
strategies. Taking Paris urban area as a case study, the project will examine existing scenarios developed during
regional strategic planning and will explore direct and indirect effects of proposed strategies in terms of resource,
energy, pollution and pollution fluxes.
European COST Action TU0902, Integrated assessment technologies to support the sustainable development of urban
areas.

Other information
Language skills

French: Mother tongue
English: Fluent
Gersman: Conversant
Spanish: Basic Level

Computer
knowledge

Programming: Python, C, C++, FORTRAN
Scientific calculus: Scilab, Matlab, Maple, Mathematica,
GIS: QGis, Grass
Linux, Windows, LaTeX, MS Office

Sports and Hobbies

Sport: Skydiving, kitesurfing, sailing, diving, French boxing, rock climbing
I have been volunteering for four years in the social support and the first responder services of
the French Red Cross, and am member of the executive board of one of its Paris district division

